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Bulk bag filling just got faster, safer and easier

Revolutionary SWING-DOWN™ filler* brings fill head to operator for faster, safer and easier bag connections

By lowering the fill head and pivoting the bag connection frame to vertical, the SWING-DOWN™ filler* puts the inflatable spout seal, inflator button and all four loop latches within one arm's length of an operator standing at floor level.

No more climbing on ladders or roller conveyors and ducking under fill heads to make connections. No more sticking head and arms up into movable components. And no more straining backs to pull spouts upward while struggling with connection devices.

It means your operator can connect empty bags quickly, safely and easily while standing securely on the floor. Out of harm's way.

Completing the filling cycle is even easier: Pressing one button on a remote panel simultaneously pivots the bag connection frame back to horizontal and raises the fill head to “bag-fill” height, inflates the bag to remove creases, weighs the bag, densifies the material to stabilize the bag, deflates the spout seal, releases the loop latches, raises the fill head to disconnect the spout, and sends the bag out of the filler on the roller conveyor. Automatically. Ready for another “bag-load” cycle.

Bulk bag filling just doesn't get more efficient than this. See it in action at www.flexicon.com

Convey pneumatically to/from multiple discharge/inlet points

Flexicon pneumatic conveying systems transport a broad range of bulk materials over short or long distances between single or multiple inlet and discharge points in small to high capacities. Offered in both positive pressure or vacuum configurations, from single-point “up-and-in” installations to mobile units to cross-plant systems complete with rotary airlock valves, pick-up adapters, filter receivers, cyclone separators, fill/pass valves, hand-held pick-up wands, silos, day bins and more. Available designed, constructed and finished to industrial and sanitary standards.

Dust-free bulk bag untying, retying, removal

Revolutionary discharger features a SPOUT-LOCK® clamp ring* that creates a high-integrity, clean seal between bag spout and hopper, preventing contamination and dust during hook-up and discharge. TELE-TUBE® telescoping tube* raises the clamp ring to make connection, then lowers, applying continual tension to keep spout taut as bag empties/elongates, preventing dead spots and flow restrictions. POWER-CINCHER® flow control valve* cinches the spout concentrically for easy, leak-proof retying of partially empty bags. BAG-VAC® dust collector creates negative pressure within dust-tight system to collapse empty bags prior to retying and disconnection, eliminating dust from manual flattening of empty bags.

Convey free- and non-free-flowing materials

Convey free-flowing and non-free-flowing bulk solids ranging from large pellets to submicron powders—including materials that can fluidize, degrade, pack, cake, smear, seize or plug in other conveyors—with no separation of blended products. Units convey vertically, horizontally, or at any angle—through small openings in walls or ceilings—around, over, or under obstructions. The only moving part contacting material is a rugged flexible screw, increasing reliability and cutting maintenance. Enclosed conveyor tube prevents contamination of product and plant environment. Cleans quickly, easily. Individual conveyors available as well as plant-wide systems with automated controls.

*Patents granted and/or pending. ©2004 Flexicon Corporation. Flexicon Corporation has registrations and pending applications for the trademark FLEXICON throughout the world.
The original intelligent Baghouse Performance Analyzer and Controller

B-PAC™ Controls use field proven IntelliPULSE™ to reduce energy costs, lower emissions and extend filter life. B-PAC Diagnostics reduce maintenance by instantly detecting and locating filter leaks, failed solenoids and failed pulse diaphragms.

As the industry pioneer in baghouse diagnostics, FilterSense provides unmatched products for small dust collectors to large scale multi-compartment filters. For assistance with EPA compliance, process optimization or maintenance reduction call us today.

FilterSense
Analyze, Optimize, Comply™

1-978-927-4304
www.filtersense.com
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Write for PBE

We welcome technical and application articles from engineers discussing the technology or equipment they use to handle, process, package, or transport powder and bulk solid materials. We’ll consider papers on agglomeration; bagging and packaging; classifying; drying; dust collection and control; feeding; mixing and blending; particle analysis; pneumatic or mechanical conveying; process safety; screening and sifting; size reduction; storage and storage containers; and weighing and batching. Visit www.powderbulk.com for our article guidelines, or contact the editor at 651-287-5600 (toneill@cspub.com).
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The next generation in ultra-high speed powder dispersion.

It’s simple.

1. This is where your liquid stream enters the SLIM Solid/Liquid Injection Manifold.

2. This is where powders like fumed silica, thickeners or pigments are drawn into the mix chamber at high velocity.

3. This is where the powder is directed into the high shear zone and instantly dispersed under intense shear into the liquid stream.

4. This is where you start saving money – with no maintenance headaches, no dusting, lower costs, a superior dispersion, and a 50% boost in production.

The SLIM high-speed powder injection system disperses powders like fumed silica, gums, thickeners and pigments instantly – in the high shear zone of a specially modified rotor/stator generator.

Because the SLIM operates without an eductor, it is free of the clogging that plagues eductor-based systems. Throughput is much higher, too.

See the SLIM system now.

Call to arrange a no-charge demonstration in the Ross Test & Development Center – or in your plant. E-mail: mail@mixers.com. Or call 1-800-243-ROSS.

www.PowderInjection.com